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Abstract: A method is proposed for the treatment of irregular bathymetry in one-dimensional finite volume computations of
channel flow. The strategy adopted is based on a reformulation of the Saint-Venant equations. In contrast with the usual trea
topography effects as source terms, the method accounts for slope and nonprismaticity by modifying the momentum flux. This
possible to precisely balance the hydrostatic pressure contributions associated with variations in valley geometry. The cha
method is applied to the revised equations, yielding topographic corrections to the numerical fluxes of an upwind scheme
adaptations endow the scheme with an ability to capture transcritical sections and wetting fronts in channels of abrupt topograph
the approach, the scheme is first applied to idealized benchmark problems. The method is then used to route a severe flood
complex river system: the Tanshui in Northern Taiwan. Computational results compare favorably with gauge records. Discrep
water stage represent no more than a fraction of the magnitude of typical bathymetry variations.
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Introduction

First introduced in hydraulics more than a decade ago~Fennema
and Chaudhry 1987; Glaister 1988; for a review, see Chaudh
1993!, finite volume schemes have evolved in recent years in
powerful tools for the prediction of shallow water flows~Alcrudo
et al. 1992; Braschi and Gallati 1992; Toro 1992; Glaister 199
Yang et al. 1993; Jha et al. 1996; Jin and Fread 1997; Sanders
Katopodes 1999; Tseng and Chu 2000; Sanders 2001!. Among
other attractive features, these algorithms are noteworthy for th
ability to deal with transcritical flows and propagating shock
Favorable comparisons with analytical benchmarks and labo
tory measurements have been obtained for complex flows in o
and two-dimensional configurations~e.g., Fraccarollo and Toro
1995; Capart et al. 1997; Soares et al. 2000; Tseng et al. 20
Bradford and Sanders 2002!. Despite these good performances
finite volume algorithms have not yet found wide acceptance
the context of practical river studies. In no small measure, this
due to difficulties associated with the bathymetry of natural va
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leys. The core problem is well-understood~Bermudez and
Vazquez 1994; Ambrosi 1995; Nujic 1995!: Over irregular topog-
raphy, momentum- conserving algorithms tend to balance inco
rectly the hydrostatic pressure contributions acting on the later
and bottom boundaries of the finite volumes. Solutions to th
problem have been proposed for prismatic channels of variab
bed profile~Bermudez and Vasquez 1994; Nujic 1995!, and for
nonprismatic channels of regular geometry~Meselhe et al. 1997;
Tseng et al. 2001; Sanders 2001!. The present work addresses the
more general case of inclined, nonprismatic channels charact
ized by abrupt variations in bathymetry. A simple method i
sought, suitable for practical applications in which information
about the valley geometry is given as irregular transect data.

In the context of one-dimensional~1D! finite volume algo-
rithms, the Saint-Venant equations describing unsteady ope
channel flows are generally written in the form~Cunge et al.
1980!
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1gI1D5gA~S02Sf !1gI2 (2)

where t5time; x5streamwise coordinate;A5wetted cross-
sectional area;Q5discharge;g5gravitational acceleration; and
Sf5friction slope typically modeled by Manning’s equation.
Terms S0, I 1, and I 2 depend on the channel geometry and ar
given by
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where S05bottom slope;I 15first moment of the wetted cross
section with respect to the free surface;I 25spatial variation of the
first moment; andh5flow depth. In the above expressions, th
channel geometry is represented by bottom elevation profilez0(x)
and width-depth relationshipb~x,h!. Continuity Eq.~1! represents
conservation of water volume, while Eq.~2! expresses balance of
horizontal momentum. Under the shallow water assumption, h
drostatic pressure is assumed both within the water body a
along its solid boundaries.

For frictionless, prismatic, horizontal channels, the sour
terms on the right-hand side of Eq.~2! drop out and the remaining
equations are in full conservation form. They admit weak sol
tions composed of piecewise smooth profiles connected by sho
like discontinuities representing hydraulic jumps and bores. T
effects of channel inclination and nonprismatic geometry are
cluded inS0 and I 2, which involve spatial gradients]z0 /]x and
]b/]x. For these terms to be well defined, the channel geome
must everywhere be gradually varied. It is this condition whic
proves too restrictive in many practical situations. In actual riv
computations, the channel geometry is typically described by
series of transects oriented in a roughly perpendicular direct
with respect to the main thalweg. As illustrated in Fig. 1 for th
Tanshui River in Taiwan, the resulting cross-sectional data can
highly irregular. This reflects both the intrinsic variability of the
valley topography and the approximate character of survey
procedures. In such circumstances, spatial gradients]z0 /]x and
]b/]x are nowhere easily defined and direct application of Eq.~2!
is not feasible. One possible approach is to regularize the cro
section data and obtain simpler, more regular transects~e.g., trap-
ezoidal profiles! to which the formulation applies. The alternative
developed in the present work is to seek a more robust version
Eq. ~2! suitable for the direct application of finite volume scheme
to irregular valley data. Such a revised momentum equation
presented in the first section of the present paper. It is exploited
a second section to derive topographic corrections to the upw
finite volume scheme of Braschi and Gallati~1992!. Validation
tests are covered in a third section. Finally, the proposed strat
is applied to a field case: The routing of a typhoon flood throu
the Tanshui River network in Northern Taiwan.

Fig. 1. Channel geometry represented by irregular cross-sect
data. Selected transects~1 in 5! for Tahan Creek and Tanshui River
Northern Taiwan:x5distance from river mouth;y5transverse coor-
dinate with respect to thalweg;z5elevation above mean sea level.
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Approximate Momentum Balance for Irregular
Geometry

With reference to Fig. 2, consider a channel reach compri
between transverse cross sections of known geometry surveye
longitudinal positionsx1 andx2. Application of momentum bal-
ance to this control volume yields the following integral equatio

]

]tEx1

x2

Qdx1FQ2

A G
x1

x2

1
1

rEG
pnxdG52E

x1

x2

gASfdx (4)

where @ f #x1

x25 f (x2)2 f (x1); r5mass density of water;

p5pressure;G5control surface; andnx5x-component of the out-
ward normal toG. As the bottom boundaryG0 is rigid, the flux of
convected inertia is nonzero only through the left and right ve
cal facesG1,G2 of control volumeV, and reduces to@Q2/A#x1

x2.

The third term on the left-hand side of Eq.~4! represents the
overall pressure thrust acting on control surfaceG. This integral
can be decomposed into three separate contributions

E
G
pnxdG5E

G1

pnxdG1E
G2

pnxdG1E
G0

pnxdG

5@rgI1#x1

x21E
G0

pnxdG (5)

corresponding to integrals of the hydrostatic pressure over the
and right vertical facesG1, G2, to which is added the hydrostatic
pressure thrust exerted along the bottom boundaryG0. Rigorous
evaluation of this last contribution requires knowledge of the b
tom topographyG0 betweenx1 andx2. Our objective is to seek an
approximation for this term, relying solely on prescribed cros
sectional profiles at locationsx1 andx2. Let z̄5 1/2 (z11z2) de-
note an average elevation of the water surface within the con
volume. In the case of a horizontal free surface,z15z25 z̄. From
classical hydrostatics, the integral of hydrostatic pressure for
exerted on the boundary of a body of water presenting a horiz
tal free surface is equal to zero. No matter how complex
bathymetry, it follows that

E
G
pu z̄nxdG50 (6)

whereG5G1øG2øG0 ; andpu z̄ denotes the hydrostatic pressur
obtained under a water surface elevation constrained equalz̄
throughout the control volume. Like Eq.~5!, integral Eq.~6! can
be decomposed into separate contributions

E
G
pu z̄nxdG5[rgI1u z̄#x1

x21E
G0

pu z̄nxdG (7)

where

ion
,

Fig. 2. Hydrostatic balance of channel reach featuring irregu
bathymetry
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z̄2z0

~ z̄2z02h!b~x,h!dh (8)

is the first moment of the wetted cross section with respect to t

constrained free surface elevationz̄ ~rather than the local free
surface elevationz!. Hydrostatic equilibrium constraint~6! can
then be subtracted from pressure thrust integral~5! to yield

E
G
pnxdG5@rgI12rgI1u z̄#x1

x21E
G0

~p2pu z̄!nxdG (9)

Assuming that the slope of the water surface~reflected by the
pressure differencep2pu z̄) is mild and that the streamwise com-
ponent of the sidewall inclination~denoted bynx) is small, the
last term on the right-hand side of Eq.~9! is a product of two
small quantities and can be neglected in first approximation. O
is thus left with the approximate equivalence

E
G
pnxdG'@rgI12rgI1u z̄#x1

x2 (10)

This approximation is exact in two cases: When the channel
rectangular in shape and has a constant width~regardless of the
slope of the water surface!, and when the water surface is hori-
zontal~regardless of the channel geometry!. In the latter case, the
hydrostatic pressure terms balance exactly: Hydrostatic equil
rium holds no matter whether the channel is inclined, nonpri
matic, or arbitrarily irregular in shape. The main advantage
approximation~10! is that it does preserve this important equilib
rium. Furthermore, estimate~10! involves the bottom topography
only at the discrete cross-sectionsx1 andx2 where the survey data
are available. Under approximation~10!, integral Eq.~4! becomes

]

]tEx1

x2

Qdx1FQ2

A
1gI12gI1u z̄G

x1

x2

52E
x1

x2

gASfdx (11)

If discontinuities are absent within control volumeV, one can let
x22x15Dx→0 and obtain Eq.~11! in the following divergence
form:

]Q

]t
1

]

]x S Q2

A
1gI12gI1u z̄D52gASf (12)

which constitutes an alternative version of momentum Eq.~2!.

Formulation](gI1uz̄)/]x means that the differentiation is to be
performed on the channel geometry, holding the reference fr

surface elevation constant and equal to levelz̄. What has been
achieved is a transfer of channel inclination and nonprisma
geometry effects from the right-hand side of Eq.~2! to the left-
hand side of Eq.~12!. The effect of variable bathymetry is in-
cluded in Eq.~2! as a source term, while in Eq.~12! it is incor-
porated within the divergence operator. This strategy is t
opposite of the one adopted by Nujic~1995! to deal with an
irregular bottom profile. In the work of this writer, hydrostatic
balance is achieved by extracting pressure termg]I 1 /]x from the
divergence operator and transferring it to the right-hand side
Eq. ~2!. Whereas the treatment of Nujic~1995! is restricted to
prismatic channels of rectangular cross section, the present
proach applies to the nonprismatic case as well. Eqs.~1! and~12!
can now be taken as a basis for the formulation of a finite volum
algorithm.
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Finite Volume Numerical Scheme

Basic Formulation

We consider the following computational domain. Cross-sectiona
bathymetry data are provided at discrete locationsxi . In general,
the xi are not equidistant. Vertical interfaces placed at position
xi 11/251/2 (xi1xi 11) define distinct cells, inside which constant
statesAi ,Qi are assumed. A first-order accurate discretization o
Eqs.~1! and ~12! is then given by

Ai
(m11)5Ai

(m)1
Dt

~Dx! i
~Qi 21/2* 2Qi 11/2* ! (13)

Qi
(m11)5Qi

(m)1
Dt

~Dx! i
~S i 21/2* ,right2S i 11/2* ,left!2~gASf ! i

(m)Dt

(14)

where superscripts~m! and (m11)5variables sampled at succes-
sive timest (m), t (m11); superscript*5intermediate state between
t (m) and t (m11); Dt5t (m11)2t (m) and (Dx) i5xi 11/22xi 21/25the
time and space intervals, and where we have introduced

S i 21/2* ,right5S Q2

A
1gI12gI1uzi

D
i 21/2

*
(15a)

S i 11/2* ,left5S Q2

A
1gI12gI1uzi

D
i 11/2

*
(15b)

Expression~13! discretizing continuity Eq.~1! is in all respects a
standard finite volume statement~e.g., Toro 1989!. Water dis-
chargeQi 11/2* exiting cell i is equivalent to dischargeQi 1121/2*
entering celli11, hence strict conservation is enforced. Expres-
sion ~14! discretizing our modified momentum balance Eq.~12!,
on the other hand, represents a departure from classical fini
volume formulations. The momentum fluxS i 11/2* is no longer
equivalent when seen from the left or from the right of a given
interface i11/2. In general,S i 11/2* ,leftÞS i 11/2* ,right and the difference
stems entirely from term2gI1u z̄ accounting for the effect of vari-
able channel geometry~inclination and nonprismaticity com-
bined!. This reflects the nonconservative nature of topographi
effects: Momentum is fed into or drained from the flow due to the
pressure thrust exerted on its rigid boundaries. Consistent wit
modified Eq.~12!, we account for this nonconservative behavior
by making the flux terms asymmetric rather than by adding a
topographic source term. It is proposed to refer to this asymmetr
evaluation of the momentum flux by the term ‘‘flux lateraliza-
tion.’’

Characteristic-Based Flux Predictor

To complete statements~13! and ~14!, it is necessary to evaluate
fluxesQi 11/2* , S i 11/2* ,left , andS i 11/2* ,right at each interfacei11/2. This is
performed by extending the characteristic-based flux predictor o
Braschi and Gallati~1992!. Equations in characteristic form must
first be obtained by combining Eqs.~1! and ~12! and isolating
total derivativesd/dt5]/]t1dx/dt•]/]x. This yields the fol-
lowing characteristic equations:

dQ

dt
5c~F71!

dA

dt
1

c

F61

dAu z̄
dt

(16a,b)

valid along characteristic pathsL2 and L1 defined
by L6[dx/dt5V6c, where F5V/c5Froude number; c
5(gA/B)1/25celerity of hydrodynamic perturbations; and
B5free surface width. As illustrated in Fig. 3, the procedure of
JOURNAL OF HYDRAULIC ENGINEERING © ASCE / MAY 2003 / 387
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Braschi and Gallati evaluates fluxesQi 11/2* by approximating
characteristic Eqs.~16! in the following way. Average values ofF
andc are first introduced as

F̄5F̄i 11/25
Vi

(m)1Vi 11
(m)

ci
(m)1ci 11

(m)
(17a)

c̄5 c̄i 11/251/2~ci
(m)1ci 11

(m) ! (17b)

Let F̄>0 without loss of generality~the reverse flow caseF̄<0 is
treated in a symmetric fashion!. If F̄<1, the flow is subcritical
and characteristicsL1 and L2 originate from opposite sides of
the interface. One may therefore approximate

Qi 11/2* 2Qi
(m)5 c̄~ F̄21!~Ai 11/2* 2Ai

(m)!

1
c̄

F̄11
~~Au z̄! i 11/2* 2Ai u z̄! (18)

Qi 11/2* 2Qi 11
(m) 5 c̄~ F̄11!~Ai 11/2* 2Ai 11

(m) !

1
c̄

F̄21
~~Au z̄! i 11/2* 2Ai 11u z̄! (19)

wherez̄5 1/2 (zi
(m)1zi 11

(m) ). EliminatingAi 11/2* between Eqs.~18!
and ~19! yields statement

Qi 11/2* 5
11F̄

2
Qi

(m)1
12F̄

2
Qi 11

(m) 1
c̄

2
~12F̄2!~Ai

(m)2A
i 11

(m)!

2
c̄

2
~Ai u z̄2Ai 11u z̄! (20)

On the other hand, whenF̄.1, the flow is supercritical and both
characteristics originate from upstream. While this implies control
by upstream flow conditions alone, it is nonetheless necessary t
account for topography variations between the upstream an
downstream sections. These two considerations lead to stateme

Qi 11/2* 5Qi
(m)2

c̄

2
~Ai u z̄2Ai 11u z̄! (21)

which coincides with Eq.~20! when F̄51. In the absence of the
second term on the right-hand side of Eq.~21!, spurious discon-
tinuities would arise at critical sections.

In the absence of topography variations, statements~20! and
~21! are identical to the original expressions proposed by Brasch
and Gallati~1992!. Aside from averages~17!, the algorithm of
Braschi and Gallati is also identical to the better-known Roe

Fig. 3. Approximate characteristic paths adopted for formulation of
flux-predictor scheme~Braschi and Gallati 1992!. Left: subcritical

caseF̄<1; right: supercritical caseF̄.1.
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scheme~Roe 1981; Alcrudo et al. 1992; Glaister 1993!. The
present work refers to the former rather than the latter because
derivation of Braschi and Gallati~1992! retains a closer connec
tion with the method of characteristics. This makes extensions
variable topography somewhat more intuitive. Regardless of
averages chosen, statement~20! represents an ‘‘upwinding’’ of the
flux estimate: Depending on the Froude number, the predic
discharge is weighted more heavily towards the upstream va
Qi

(m) than towards the downstream valueQi 11
(m) . This is a general

feature of the so-called ‘‘upwind schemes,’’ guaranteeing that
propagation of information is consistent with the characteris
directions. Upwinding prevents the development of nonphysi
oscillations in the vicinity of shocks, but also introduces cons
erable artificial dissipation. To reduce artificial dissipation wh
retaining nonoscillatory properties, it is necessary to resort
higher-order schemes equipped with flux or slope limiters~e.g.,
Glaister 1993, Nujic 1995, Sanders 2001! or with a more selective
dissipation operator~e.g., Meselhe et al. 1997!. In the present
work, such extensions are not contemplated and only a first-o
accurate formulation is examined.

Corresponding expressions for fluxesS i 11/2* ,left ,S i 11/2* ,right derive
from a similar procedure. Using chain rule manipulations, ch
acteristic Eqs.~16! are rewritten in the equivalent form

d

dt S Q2

A
1gI12gI1u z̄D5c~F71!

dQ

dt
(22)

Upon discretizing these characteristic equations in the same
as before, one obtains

If F̄<1,

S i 11/2* ,left5
11F̄

2

Qi
(m)2

Ai
(m)

1
12F̄

2 S Qi 11
(m)2

Ai 11
(m)

1g~ I 1! i 11
(m) 2~gI1uz

i
(m)! i 11D

1
c̄

2
~12F̄2!~Qi

(m)2Q
i 11

(m)! (23a)

S i 11/2* ,right5
11F̄

2 S Qi
(m)2

Ai
(m)

1~gI1! i
(m)2~gI1uz

i 11
(m) ! i D 1

12F̄
2

Qi 11
(m)2

Ai 11
(m)

1
c̄

2
~12F̄2!~Qi

(m)2Q
i 11

(m)! (23b)

If F̄.1,

S i 11/2* ,left5
Qi

(m)2

Ai
(m)

(23c)

S i 11/2* ,right5
Qi

(m)2

Ai
(m)

1~gI1! i
(m)2~gI1uz

i 11
(m) ! i (23d)

where expression (gI1uzi 11
(m) ) i represents a pressure thrust to b

evaluated according to the cross-section data of positionxi , but
with the free surface elevationzi 11

(m) sampled at positionxi 11.
Statements~23! share a similar structure with Eqs.~20! and~21!,
and are upwinded in the same way. Motivation for the pres
treatment of topography terms is apparent from the examina
of Eqs.~20!, ~21!, and~23!: All terms involving the channel ge-
ometry ~the variousA’s and I 1’s! are sampled only where the
geometry is defined, i.e., at sectionsxi ,xi 11. Geometry variations
are measured by sampling the cross-sectional profile at one l
tion ~e.g.,xi), while taking the reference free surface level fro
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another location~e.g.,xi 11). This conjugate sampling is the key
device involved in constructing the lateralized flux predictors.

Treatment of Critical Sections and Wetting Fronts

Statements~13! and ~14! associated with flux predictors~20!,
~21!, and ~23! constitute the core of the numerical scheme pro
posed in the present work. As such, however, the scheme is n
yet fully suitable for general applications. There remain two sin
gularities which require a special treatment: critical sections an
wetting fronts. When the flow evolves from a subcritical (F,1)
to a supercritical regime (F.1), a spurious shock is generated by
the basic scheme above and other similar algorithms. The seco
singularity occurs at moving boundaries separating the dry an
wet reaches of a channel. In the absence of topography variatio
the two singularities can be handled by appending the followin
exceptions to statement~17!:

If Fi
(m),1 and Fi 11

(m) .1, then F̄5Fi
(m), c̄5 c̄i

(m) (24)

If hi
(m).hmin and hi 11

(m) ,hmin, then F̄5Fi
(m) , c̄5 c̄i

(m)

(25)

Exception~24! insures that some downstream influence is felt a
the critical section. In dry bed exception~25!, hmin is a small
cutoff depth, typically of the order ofh0/100 whereh0 is a char-
acteristic depth of the flow. The two exceptions~24! and~25! can
be seen as local applications of the Harten-Lax-Van Leer~HLL !
scheme of Harten et al.~1983!.

The situation becomes more complicated in the presence
topography variations. For a sloping channel, it may happen th
at some locationsz0i.zi 11 , i.e., the bed elevation at one section
is higher than the water free surface elevation at an adjacent se
tion. In such cases, negative depths are encountered in Eq.~23!
when performing the conjugate sampling of cross-sectional pro
files and free surface elevations. To deal with these circum
stances, care must be taken in choosing the reference free surf
elevations appropriate for the conjugate sampling. This and th
other exceptions above are handled in the operational version
the proposed algorithm given in the Appendix.

As the scheme is explicit, the usual Courant-Friedrichs-Lew
~CFL! constraint on the time step must be enforced, i.e.

Cr5Dt max
i

S uVi u1ci

~Dx! i
D,1 (26)

where Cr5Courant number. All computations reported below
were performed withCr50.9.

External and Internal Boundary Conditions

Specific treatments are required to deal with the external an
internal boundaries of river channel networks. For boundarie
where the flow is subcritical, external data such as prescribe
discharges or water levels are combined with a one-sided versi
of the flux predictor algorithm. Supercritical boundaries involve
either two external conditions~inflow! or a fully upwind version
of the flux predictor~outflow!. Such treatment of external bound-
aries is described in detail in Capart et al.~1999!. Junctions be-
tween multiple channels, on the other hand, form internal bound
aries. Each junction is treated as a finite volume of its own, t
which a continuity equation and a 2D version of balance law~11!
are applied. At the interfaces which connect the various channe
to the junction control volume, the lateralized flux predictor algo
rithm is applied without modifications.
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Model Verification

Dam-Break Wave Over Dry Bed

Before testing the proposed scheme in the presence of geom
variations, the algorithm is first applied to a horizontal prismat
channel. We choose as a test case the well-known dam-br
problem. Motionless water of constant depthh0 is held upstream
of a dam, then instantaneously released over a dry, frictionle
bed. An analytical solution for the resulting flow is the well-
known Ritter~1892! centered simple wave, which exhibits a criti-
cal section at the initial dam position (x50). Featuring
transcritical and wetting front singularities, this case is often us
as a benchmark test for transient shallow water solvers. Fig.
~top! compares computational results with the exact solution
nondimensional timest/(h0 /g)1/252 and 4. The first-order
scheme introduces artificial diffusion and smoothes out the sha
cusp presented by the analytical solution at the upstream edge
the wave. The computed free surface further features a slight tw
at the critical section, and deforms into a borelike bulge of sma
depth at the wavefront. Overall, however, satisfactory agreeme
is recorded despite the coarse resolution adopted for illustrati
purposes. Fig. 4~bottom! shows how computational results con-
verge towards the exact solution as the discretization is refin
~spatial and time steps twice decreased by a factor of 2!. Details
of the more sensitive regions are enlarged. Globally, the comp
tations appear on a par with results from similar finite volum
algorithms~e.g., the Roe method! and other numerical schemes
documented in the literature~e.g., Glaister 1993; Ambrosi 1995;
Khan 2000!. When propagating shocks are present, similar com

Fig. 4. Dam-break wave over a dry bed. Top: comparison of com
putational results~circles! with Ritter analytical solution~continuous
lines!. Bottom: convergence of computational results toward exa
solution.
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putations compare favorably with analytical profiles, experime
tal data, and results from other numerical schemes, as do
mented in Braschi and Gallati~1992! and Pagliara et al.~1999!.

Hydraulic Jump in Channel Expansion

The formation of a hydraulic jump in a divergent channel is e
amined as a second test case. The channel has a horizontal bo
and rectangular cross sections, with a nonprismatic geom
shown on Fig. 5~inset!. The inlet flow is supercritical and char
acterized by dischargeQ50.0263 m3/s and depthh50.088 m. A
hydraulic jump is forced into the channel by imposing a dow
stream water depthh50.195 m. Experimental measurements fo
this flow were obtained by Khalifa~1980! and used by Younus

Fig. 5. Centerline profiles for hydraulic jump in channel expansio
Inset: definition sketch; circles: experimental measurements~Khalifa
1980!; long dashes: 2D shallow water computations of Younus a
Chaudhry~1994!; continuous line: present 1D results; short dashe
scheme of Braschi and Gallati~1992! without topography correc-
tions.
F
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and Chaudhry~1994! to test a 2D shallow water scheme. Thi
application checks the ability of the scheme to deal with nonpr
matic effects in the presence of a shock. The surface profi
computed using the present 1D scheme are compared on Fi
with centerline data from the experiments and 2D computation
By taking nonprismaticity into account, the present algorithm
able to accurately predict the location and magnitude of the jum
at a fraction of the computational cost incurred by 2D scheme
For comparison, Fig. 5 also includes a computed profile for whi
the topography correction was deactivated. The result is way o
both quantitatively and qualitatively~the hydraulic jump migrates
upstream and drowns the supercritical jet at the inlet!. This em-
phasizes the importance of the hydrostatic pressure contributi
acting on nonprismatic channel boundaries.

Tanshui Case Study

Tanshui River and Herb Typhoon Flood

The approach can now be applied to the practical case wh
motivated its development. Flowing into the Taiwan Strait, th
Tanshui River drains a highly urbanized basin encompassing m
of the Taipei metropolitan area~Fig. 6!. The river receives inflows
from two torrential streams, the Tahan and Shindian Creeks, a
from the mild-sloped Keelung River. Average discharges for the
three tributaries are respectively 62.1, 72.7, 26.1 m3/s ~Liu et al.
2001!. A diversion channel created to increase conveyance a
mitigate flood hazards runs alongside a portion of the Tansh
giving the network a looped topology. Tidal influence reaches
far as the foot of the Tahan and Shindian Creeks, where the wa
surface presents a sharp change in slope. Mountainous stre
and tidal estuary are thus combined in a very compact watersh

A number of 1D dynamic flood routing methods have bee
applied to the Tanshui River system. These include the impli
finite difference Preissmann four-point scheme~Yen and Hsu
1984!, finite elements~Young 1991! and the multimode method
of characteristics~Lai 1988!. Application of these schemes has

n.
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stations
ig. 6. Diagram of the Tanshui River network showing the various channels, surveying transects, and gaging
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however been limited to a truncated version of the river network
leaving out the upper reaches. The reason is that the above tre
ments could deal neither with transitions between supercritic
and subcritical regimes of flow, nor with the dry bed problem
Both difficulties are encountered upstream of the Tanshui ne
work: The former when torrential flows from the steep-sloped
creeks meet the tidal backwater, the latter in the absence of re
ervoir outflow feeding the upper Tahan and Shindian. Chann
geometry data are available as cross-section profiles survey
along the transects shown in Fig. 6. Typical profiles are plotted i
Fig. 1 for the Tahan Creek and Tanshui River, illustrating the
highly irregular bathymetry. Combining transcritical flow and
abrupt topography, the Tanshui network exhibits the full range o
conditions which the present method seeks to address.

The proposed scheme is applied to an exceptionally seve
flood recorded in 1996. As Typhoon Herb struck Taiwan on Jul
31, 1996, a record rainfall of 2,000 mm poured over the Tansh
basin over a two-day period. As a consequence, both the Shihm
and Feitsui reservoirs had to release large volumes of water to t
Tahan and Shindian Creeks. Conveyed downstream, the sto
flood inundated some of Taipei’s most densely settled areas, a
fecting an estimated 3,550 homes. Two test runs are present
corresponding to two different sets of boundary conditions. Th
first run simulates flow through the full river network and takes its
boundary conditions from as far upstream as possible, includin
discharge hydrographs measured at the Shihmen and Feitsui r
ervoirs. This tests the ability of the model to deal with a combi
nation of subcritical, supercritical, and dry reaches. By imposin
conditions far upstream, however, some nonrecorded discharg
from lesser tributaries are missed. In order to make a more preci
comparison with the observed flood levels, the second run tru
cates the network and samples boundary conditions further dow
stream. The discharge hydrographs at the reservoir spillways a
replaced by water stage hydrographs given at Hsin-hai bridge a
Chung-cheng bridge along the Tahan and Shindian Creeks. F
both runs, the remaining boundary conditions are imposed
water stage hydrographs recorded downstream at the river mou
and upstream of the Keelung River at Wu-du station. Additiona
water stage hydrographs are measured at the Taipei bridge a
Sh-tz-tou. The locations of the various stations are indicated o
Fig. 6.

Results and Discussion
Data and computational results for the 1996 flood are presented
Figs. 7–9. The hydrographs and limnigraphs used as bounda
conditions are plotted in Fig. 7. Two distinct phases of the simu
lation can be distinguished. In the first phase, the typhoon floo
has not yet been felt and tidal influence constitutes the domina
effect. No inflows are yet received from the Shihmen and Feitsu
reservoirs, hence the upstream Tahan and Shindian Creeks
partially dry. For this phase, it matters little which set of boundary
conditions is used. Typical water profiles are shown in Fig. 8. Th
Tanshui estuary and Tahan Creek~top panel of Fig. 8! exhibit
nearly horizontal water surfaces. In the absence of significant i
flow, what is tested is mainly the ability of the scheme to equili-
brate water at rest and deal with submergence and emergence
channel reaches as the tide flows in and out. The Keelung riv
~bottom panel of Fig. 8!, on the other hand, does receive some
inflow and presents a mildly sloped free surface. Good results a
obtained. Despite the abrupt topography, gradually varied wat
profiles are computed. This is consistent with the expected beha
ior for this low Froude number situation. In the absence of a
,
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careful momentum balance accounting for geometry variatio
highly irregular free surface profiles would be obtained in t
same configuration~Nujic 1995!. In Fig. 8 ~top!, the transition
from dry bed to submerged conditions at the limit of tidal influ
ence is also seen to be well captured.

As the typhoon hits, large discharges are released from the
reservoirs into the Tahan and Shindian Creeks, and the disch
into the Keelung River increases as well. Profiles of the maxim
water levels attained during the flood are shown in Fig. 8. Wa
profiles typical of supercritical flows are computed in the upp
reaches of the Shindian and Tahan Creeks. Due to local accid
in topography~sills and constrictions!, transitions between super
and sub-critical flow are observed at various locations. Furt
downstream, flatter, more regular free surface profiles charac
ize the flow which becomes controlled by the tidal backwa
effect. Well-behaved results are again obtained despite the ab
topography. Computed for full network conditions, the numeric
profiles of Fig. 8 are in reasonable agreement with the recor
water levels. Significantly, the discrepancies in water level a
verified to be small with respect to the typical amplitude of th
bathymetry variations. For the fluvial reaches, this demonstra
the ability of the scheme to obtain good results despite the ab
character of the valley. For the torrential reaches of the stee
upstream channels, however, the description is not expected t
so accurate. Where steep free surface inclinations are comb
with abrupt width variations, the error associated with moment
balance approximation~10! becomes more significant.

Fig. 9 compares the predicted and measured stage hydrogr
recorded at the Taipei Bridge~location of the station is shown in
Fig. 6!. Results for the tidal-dominated phase are seen to be
good agreement regardless of the boundary conditions adop
During the passage of the typhoon flood wave, results for the
network ~discharge boundary conditions imposed far upstrea!

Fig. 7. Boundary conditions for Herb typhoon flood of 1996. Top
water stage hydrographs; bottom: discharge hydrographs at rese
outlets.
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are not as good. Peak elevations are underpredicted, and the
ing limb of the flood wave is overpredicted. These discrepanci
are attributed in part to additional discharges from lesser tribut
ies which are missed by the upstream boundary conditions. It
likely that deficiencies in the frictional model are also to blame
As these impact the stage-discharge relation, water surface p
files are affected more strongly when prescribing discharges th
when imposing water levels at the boundaries. In the simulatio
a constant Manning coefficient (n50.02– 0.025 s/m1/3 depending

Fig. 8. Longitudinal profiles along Tahan Creek and Tanshui Rive
~top! and along Keelung River~bottom!. Continuous lines: from bot-
tom to top, surveyed river bottom profile, computed water profile
time t54 h, and computed maximum water profile attained durin
Herb typhoon flood. Symbols: corresponding gauge measuremen

Fig. 9. Water stage hydrographs at Taipei bridge. Circles: gau
measurements; dashed lines: full network computations; continuo
lines: truncated network computations.
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on the reach! is used along the channel perimeter. Better agre
ment could possibly be obtained by considering the effect of com
pound channel flow, using for example the practical approa
proposed by Bousmar and Zech~1999!. By contrast, results are
much better for the truncated network~water stage boundary con-
ditions imposed further downstream!. The above effects have a
lesser influence, and excellent agreement is recorded betw
computations and measurements.

Summary and Conclusions

As illustrated by the Tanshui case study, practical river comput
tions must often deal with multiple flow regimes in channels o
highly irregular bathymetry. Standard finite volume schemes a
well equipped to deal with shocks and various types of flow tra
sitions. They are less apt at balancing the hydrostatic press
contributions due to geometry variations. The present work see
to address this problem while retaining the unique advantages
finite volume schemes. To do so, a modified version of the Sain
Venant momentum equation is introduced. This equation is th
used to formulate topographic corrections to the upwind alg
rithm of Braschi and Gallati~1992!. The resulting scheme per-
forms well in idealized verification tests. Good results are als
obtained for a challenging river network subject to severe floo
conditions. To conclude, the Tanshui River results indicate th
the proposed finite volume scheme can be successfully applied
the routing of floods in natural valleys. Starting with the Ro
scheme~for which only a change of averages is required!, it is
likely that the present approach can be extended to other num
cal methods. Further developments are however required to i
prove the treatment of steep-sloped reaches, go beyond first-or
accuracy, and endow the topographic corrections with a mo
rigorous theoretical basis.
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Appendix: Lateralized Flux Predictor Algorithm

Handling the various exceptions, the operational algorithm pr
ceeds in four steps:
• Step 1: Computation of the averagesF̄, c̄ using Eq.~17! and

exceptions~24! and ~25!.
• Step 2: Flux predictor algorithm of Braschi and Gallati~1992!

If F̄<1:

Qi11/2* 5
11F̄

2
Qi

(m)1
12F̄

2
Qi 11

(m) 1
c̄

2
~12F̄2!~Ai

(m)2A
i 11
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• Step 3: Computation of average and reference free surfa
elevationsz̄, ẑi , ẑi 11

General case:z̄5 z̄i 11/2* 51/2 (zi
(m)1zi 11

(m) ), ẑi5zi
(m) , ẑi 11

5zi 11
(m)

Exceptions:
If hi

(m),hmin and z0i
(m).zi 11

(m) then z̄5 ẑi5 ẑi 115zi 11
~m!

If hi 11
(m) ,hmin and z0i 11

(m) .zi
(m) then z̄5 ẑi5 ẑi 115zi

(m)

• Step 4: Topography corrections

Qi11/2* 5Qi 11/2* 2
c̄

2
~Ai u z̄2Ai 11u z̄!

S i 11/2* ,left5S i 11/2* 2
11F̄

2
~gI1! i

(m)2
12F̄

2
~gI1u ẑi

! i 11

S i 11/2* ,right5S i 11/2* 2
11F̄

2
~gI1u ẑi 11

! i2
12F̄

2
~gI1! i 11

(m)

In these last three statements, zero values are assigned to
A’s and I 1’s if they are evaluated for negative depths.
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